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biggest vendor backing of any national organization. If the big archery vendors gave the All American Team
a discount within their product, that would be a huge enticement. The jersey could be a design that is unique
to the NFAA. The All American team members could get one jersey for free and order additional ones for
the season at their own expense. All American Team members, or the number one of each team, could get a
profile in the magazine that NFAA produces. An expansion opportunity of this concept of All American Team
would be opportunities for international play with IFAA.

FINALIST 2
Bridge the Gap Between Olympic Archery in the Schools (OAS) and NFAA Events and Provide Coaching Training
for Archers Moving on to College
We are a high school archery team affiliated with Olympic Archery in Schools. A few of our students are
also NFAA members. We live in the grey area of athletics. Our annual budget covers the OAS league fees.
Our coaches are parent volunteers who are Level 2 certified. We are a very diverse team both racially and
economically (36% of our students qualify for free or reduced lunch).

Winners will be announced at the NFAA Outdoor National Target Championships, August 27-28, 2022.
Footnote - Some entries have edited for personal information and length. To see full entries, visit nfaausa.com/tournament/the-big-idea.

FINALIST 1
Create Expanded NFAA Academies in Partnership with North Central Elite Archers (NCEA) and Allow Junior
Participants to Qualify for All American Status
Offer four NFAA junior academies a year to build the knowledge of all disciplines – indoor target, 3D, field
archery, and outdoor target. Each academy, through registration fees, would provide the archer with a
sublimation jersey that has the branding of NFAA and NCEA. The North Central Elite Archers (NCEA) currently
coaches over 100 archers around the nation and internationally and is comprised of six coaches which offers
you consistency of a coaching staff for these academies along with the specialties of our staff. Our staff of
six coaches are Level 3-5 USA NFAA certified coaches, certified NFAA and USA judges, exceptional form and
bow tech knowledge, as well as a licensed Level III Mental Management © Coach. The chemistry of the staff
is excellent and they are having great success putting on independent camps.
There is a potential for these academies to build archers into the sport with the youth emphasis; however,
you could also open them to adults or run separate academies back-to-back. The camps could be hosted at
the NFAA Easton Yankton Archery Center in Yankton once a quarter. Through the high-end consistency of
the coaching staff, the numbers for the academy will grow to a point of cutting it off or capping it which will
make it more heavily sought after. Each discipline/academy would have a different jersey design to get more
branding out there and encourage repeat archers. The staff is committed to building high level camp agendas
that accommodate higher level learning for repeat archers.
All American Status. All American Teams. NFAA is the most patriotic of the three biggest national organizations
that play archery. NFAA venues lead the anthem, say a prayer, say the pledge, acknowledge the “do’ers” all in
a state of patriotism that we feel would feed into the concept of All American.

However, at the launch of this year’s season we had 65 interested archers who showed up each and every
week to learn the sport; 90% of whom had never shot an arrow. The interest remained high and we sadly had
to do ranking round try outs to cut the team down to 25 due to time, space, and equipment.
We as coaches want to see the impact of archery grow and spread. We want to see our archers discover the
world of archery beyond the few tournaments a year offered by OAS and we want to spread archery as far as
possible. To do that we have a two-pronged approach.
The first prong involves getting our archers involved in NFAA tournaments. With OAS changing their
equipment rules to include the use of ILF and carbon arrows. We see an amazing opportunity for our archers
to branch out and join NFAA and compete at outside tournaments. Showing them the global community in
archery require the funds to have multiple ILF set ups to provide the basic equipment to our students who
are starting out or who lack the funds to purchase anything in their lives beyond essentials.
The second prong involves training. We would like to set up a summer camp for our students to get them
certified as coaches. With many of our seniors going to college all across the globe we want to see them take
their passion for the sport with them. We currently have an archer who founded an archery team with the
University of Chicago. That got us thinking what if we sent these kids into the world with all the tools they
needed to work with local teams or build their own all across the land. Sewing seeds and growing archery
wherever their lives take them. In addition to building a strong network we see these students growing and
developing into lifelong NFAA and other archery affiliated network members.
By giving them the foundation in their younger years and providing access to all regardless of economic
status we can grow a passion for the sport that will last a lifetime.

FINALIST 3
Create a National Competition Where States Select a Team and Compete for Top NFAA State Awards

All American Status. All American Status would be earned by competing at all of the NFAA national events:
Vegas, National Indoor, First Dakota, Redding 3D, Field, Outdoor Target, and the Rushmore Rumble. The
status would be commemorated in some fashion that archers would earn simply by their participation. This
gets people hooked into the branding as well as the concept that champions are made through seasoning and
running the NFAA circuit. Commemoration could be as simple a keychain for their quiver, perhaps, a different
quiver accessory, t-shirt, etc. Earning the All American Status could earn the archer $50 off the academy.

Create a progressive tournament starting at the state level to build state teams. In the end, each state will
send their top shooters in every NFAA division to a national tournament where the state team will combine
scores and compete for the nation’s top state. At the state level a Vegas 450, NFAA 300, Outdoor Target, and
a Field Round will be shot adding up the scores at the end of the season to determine who will be on the state
team. On a national level all four disciplines would be shot in a 4-to-5-day tournament consisting of the state
qualifiers to determine the top state. All rounds will be shot using NFAA rules. A facility big enough to handle
all disciplines would be needed.

All American Teams. All American Teams would be the top 3 or 5 in each division. They get a branded,
perhaps even patriotic jersey, along with discounts from vendors. As consumers of the sport, NFAA has the

This would benefit the sport by each team getting spotlights from social media, word of mouth and possibly
even televised media for competing for their state and then would draw a lot of attention to the sport.
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FINALIST 4
Encourage Clubs to Build More Affordable Field Ranges using the International Round Setup and Create
International Round Leagues

BUILT FOR TH E P URS UIT

This proposed project takes an existing idea from the National Field Archery Association (NFAA), plus a new
layout plan to tackle a major problem in the once popular field archery outdoor season. This new “Big Idea”
will create an example on how to host a statewide field archery league and allow any club with an outdoor
practice range, or existing field course to participate.
This plan can be replicated across each individual state, or even at the national level. To achieve this, our plan
proposes the use of the International round, which is easier for clubs (and new shooters) to understand and
participate in. The goal of this “Big Idea” is to create a stepping stone for novice or new archers to come into
field archery by expanding the general presence of field archery, and by simplifying “the game”.
This proposal is to piggy-back off of the idea of the NFAA’s national field league introduced in Summer
2021, and use it at the state level. To tackle a majority of complaints that people have with field archery, our
proposal is to use the International Round, which the NFAA recognizes and has already provided the rules/
regulations for within their Constitution & By-Laws (Article VI, Section D).
By using the International Round, the number of arrows per round will be reduced from 112 to 60 (3 arrows
per target, 20 targets total), roughly cutting the time on the course in half. The maximum distance of 80
yards will be reduced to 65, and the creation of a “Novice” class within a statewide field league would allow
new shooters to participate at a 50-yard max (youth stakes) for one year. Finally, the International Round
eliminates all walk-up and fan targets, making the rules and range setup more user-friendly. Using this format
for a statewide league will help create visibility for this game, especially through the use of social media.
Where this “Big Idea” will be the most beneficial is that any club can host this event, even if it doesn’t have an
existing field archery range. LaSalle Sportsmen’s Club proposal will utilize the funds to set-up their existing
practice range as a de facto “field course” with just six bag targets and common shooting lines to be used (see
Diagram B for a range layout). Clubs with limited space can use this format to run their own outdoor leagues,
or participate in a state or national league. This is more incentive for clubs and shooters to join the NFAA, as
the organization can use this as a blueprint for future use.
This practice range layout is also cost effective, with purchasing everything new, a setup will cost less than
$3,000. We feel that this budget is something most clubs would be able to afford, at a fraction of the cost of
a full new 14 target typical field range half.

YARD ACCURACY
ACROSS ANY TARGET.

FINALIST 5
Offer Award Incentives for Growing the Archery Community

THE NEW BROADHEAD LASER RANGEFINDER
Lethal 0.30-yard accuracy out to 150 yards is the difference between

How can attention be brought to those who are ignorant to the existence of competitive events? How does
the information about archery events travel from one source to the next? It can be argued that word of
mouth is more effective than electronic or print media. (Although, print or electronic media is crucial for
communicating information pertaining to events.) If incentives are offered for those who grow the sport,
archers can now focus on growing their local clubs, ASA, NFAA, IBO, and other associations. While many may
not need an incentive to include others, these incentives can motivate yet others to grow the sport.

success in the field or a miss on the trophy of a lifetime. Undeniably

As every competitive archer knows, the coveted trophies, belt buckles, and monetary purses are awarded
to the most skilled competitive archers; these archers are the best of the best and have honed their skills
to earn the deserved accolades and recognition for their victories. However, what if awards were offered
to those who actively grow the sport, especially those who are noticeably bringing others to the “fold” of
competitive archery? Would this not encourage at least a few to actively grow the sport? What if an award,
10 scores, tournament info and more at nfaausa.com

the most accurate archery rangefinder on the planet thanks to Full
Spectrum Ranging Technology, it delivers revolutionary precision
regardless of target, lighting, or reflectivity.

BUSHNELL.COM/BROADHEAD
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such as “MVP” (Most Valuable Promoter) or “Growing the Sport” existed, with a small monetary amount,
5-year free organization membership, or similar incentive existed? To address these incentives, mission
statements can be constructed to encourage a repeatable and resounding mission that shop owners, club
heads, and representatives can repeat and pass to individual archers. These recognitions can be issued at
state-level banquets and ceremonies.

FINALIST 6
Create Mobile Archery Ranges to Travel and Promote Archery Throughout Each State
Our big idea is to build upon the archery in schools. After researching I found only 9 Private schools have
archery programs in Arizona. The public schools don’t like it because they consider it a weapon so I thought
with the boom of charter schools in our area I would email a few of the American Leadership Academies (10
Elementary Schools and 4 Junior High/ High Schools). I spoke with a couple of the athletic directors, and they
would love to bring archery into their schools as an extra-curricular for the children. So, with that in mind, we
wanted to make a portable archery range to make it easier to set up and take down so we can use our time
more efficiently. We designed an archery experience using a flatbed trailer.
Our vision is to make archery fun for the kids, when they see this trailer pull up to their school, they get excited
and want to participate. The trailer will consist of 4 A frame target stands that can stand up easily that are
also affixed to the trailer. We will have different and fun target faces, even customizable ones for the students
to create. We want to create interest in archery so this will be a school year program, but they can always sign
up to be a member at Gilbert Archery. We have loved to attend competitions for our son in archery and think
that is an awesome way to promote archery as well by having fun competitions with built-in awards stand at
the end of the trailer. We want to create archery teams within the ALA Middle and High Schools to compete
like they would in basketball or football and what a great opportunity for college scholarships. We would need
equipment specifically for this program including a trailer, recurve bows, and arrows. I have attached a very
rough rendering of the trailer idea but might give you a better idea. Thank you for this how fun it’s been to
think of fun ideas to promote archery!

FINALIST 7
Promote a National Bow & Arrow Day within all NFAA Clubs & Shops
Name a date in the calendar year to be NFAA Archery Day for kids or call it National Bow & arrow day. Have
every club join in to this day by offering to the public a FREE DAY ON THE RANGE. All NFAA clubs must agree
to this day that is designated.
Offers an opportunity to introduce the sport of archery to the first timers to see how they may like it. Awareness
to the sport will only benefit those clubs with new members and to the youths. Having local archery shops
advertise this special day along with local media would benefit all. A yearly date for all to enjoy.

Our target audience includes: Youth ages 10-17, beginning archers of any age, casual archers and bowhunters.
The program will include: Archery Safety Brief, Basic Archery Instruction, Determine Effective Range, and
Experience Outdoor Course.
To facilitate and enliven the program, we’re looking for some attention-getting items and “take-home”
souvenirs. Banners would be displayed on the clubhouse wall and entrance to the range.
Wrist bands would identify people who have checked in for the event and the stages they have completed.
Other items (water bottles for example) would help the participants enjoy the experience and serve as a
continuing reminder of the day they enjoyed ARCHERY!
We are hoping to attract about 100 people (with potential to grow the event in future years).

FINALIST 9
Promoting and Fostering Archery with Foster Youth
There are many organizations and social services supporting Foster Youth. There are a large group of youth
who may not have easy access or knowledge of target archery as a way to develop independent skills, physical
strength, social skills and awareness, individual achievement and responsibility – youth within the foster
system. Camaraderie and the sense of belonging will be a mainstay of this project along with connection to
this wonderful sport and our archery community.
This pilot will grow and promote archery to underserved youth in connection with NFAA members as mentors
who can grow larger interest with more interested youth in the future. Potential subsequent funding through
grants or donations beyond this project will create an ecological cycle to the sport – NFAA to local shops
and clubs to youth and then youth who grow with the sport and return to bring in a wider range of youth
struggling to connect within our community. And the cycle continues. Currently, there is not another program
specific to serving underserved youth through archery in the area.
Presentations to local community members and social services groups, families, and other community entities
will be made to get the word out. A simple application and interview process will be conducted. The timeline
for this project will be one year.
Outcomes will be provided to the NFAA, local community through local news establishments and our social
media pages - shop website, Facebook and Instagram. With the success of this pilot further connections with
NFAA and other donors who would contribute to this project would help to expand. Any current funding will
support up to 4 youth. However, the pilot will help inform future development of this project to include more
youth in the community who may not have the opportunity to participate in the great sport of archery.
SPECIAL O FFER FO R ARCH ERY RE AD ERS

FINALIST 8
Promote Archery in Conjunction with National Shooting Sports Month
In conjunction with the National Shooting Sports Foundation, we will conduct an Open House at our range on
Saturday 13 August 2022. National Shooting Sports Month is an annual event. This will be our second Open
House - 2020 and 2021 were not conducted because of public assembly restrictions - and we hope to conduct
it every year in August.
We have the facility and beginner equipment (which belongs to our state’s National Archery in the Schools
Program) including Genesis bows, arrows, targets, backstop net, ground quivers, and bow rack. Project is to
provide a FREE ARCHERY INTRO to celebrate National Shooting Sports Month. Goal is to recruit new archers
to the sport, while also helping local people become acquainted with our range and facilities.
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FINALIST 10
Partner with National 4-H Shooting Sports
Join with the National 4-H Shooting sports. In doing
this at the National level it will set an example for state
and local 4-H clubs to adopt NFAA rules and possibly
increase participation in our youth programs. The
green 4-H logo is one of the most recognized youth
organizations in the world. We should strive to have
NFAA and the 4-H partnering together to expand and
promote the sport of Archery
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